ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the statistical machine translation is to translate a source language sequences into a target language ones by assessing the plausibility of the source and the target sequences in relation to existing bodies of translation between the two languages. A huge shortcoming in SMT is the lack of consistent parallel data for many language pairs and corpora of this type [2] . In order to overcome this shortcoming, researchers have developed different ways to connect source and target languages with only a small parallel corpus, that is used to generate a systematic SMT when a proper bilingual corpus is lacking or the existing ones are weak [5, 10, 13, 28, 29] . This is an important issue when there are languages with inefficient NLP (Natural Language Processing) resources that are not able to provide an SMT system. Nevertheless, there are sufficient resources between them and some other languages.
Afterwards, the goal of neural machine translation is to build a single neural network that can be jointly tuned to maximize the translation quality [26] . The NMT has built state-of-the-art for many pairs of languages only by using parallel training data set, and has shown competitive results in recent researches [3, 20, 26] . In comparison with conventional SMT [22] , competitive translation quality has been obtained on well-resourced pairs of languages such as English-French or German-English.
In spite of these achievements, there are also some shortcomings. The NMT systems indicate poorer performance in comparison to a standard tree-to-string SMT system for under-resourced pairs of languages, because the neural network is a data-driven approach [31] . The NMT is nontrivial because it directly maximizes the probability of the target sentences given the source sentences without modeling latent structures. In order to bridge the source-target translation model through the source-pivot and the pivot-target translation models, we need to use a joint training for the NMT. We have to make the translation path from the source language to the target one, with the bridge language translations. We investigate a kind of connection terms, which uses a small source-target parallel corpus to guide the translation path with the bridge language translations, so that we can connect these two directional models.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows; We introduce the structures of both translation frameworks in Section 2, and the concepts of the pivoting method in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe and analyze the experiments. Section 5 describes the related works, and Section 6 gives a conclusion of the article.
TRANSLATION FRAMEWORKS
In this section we will introduce the architectures of the statistical machine translation systems, and the neural machine translation systems, which are used to deal with our experiments and the translation process.
Statistical MT Framework
The statistical machine translation paradigm has, as its most important elements, the idea; that probabilities of the source and the target sentences can find the best translations. Frequently used paradigms of SMT on the log-linear model are the phrase-based, the hierarchical phrase-based, and the ngram-based. In our experiments we use the phrase-based SMT system with the maximum entropy framework [4] :
The phrase-based SMT model is an example of the noisy-channel approach, where we can present the translation hypothesis (t) as the target sentence (given (s) as a source sentence), maximizing a log-linear combination of feature functions:
This equation called the log-linear model, where λ m corresponds to the weighting coefficients of the log-linear combination, and the feature functions h m (s,t) to a logarithmic scaling of the probabilities of each model. The translation process involves segmenting the source sentences into source phrases, translating each source phrase into a target phrase, and reordering these target phrases to yield the target sentence.
Neural MT framework
Neural machine translation aims at designing a comprehensible trainable model. In this model, all components are tuned based on a training corpora to raise the translation accuracy and performance. Building and training a single, large neural network that reads a sentence and outputs a correct translation are the chief purposes of NMT. Any neural network which maps a source sentence to a target one is considered as an NMT system, where all sentences are assumed to terminate with a special "end-of-sentence" (<eos>) token. More concretely, an NMT system uses a neural network to parameterize the following conditional distributions for 1 ≤ j ≤ m:
By doing so, it becomes possible to compute and therefore maximize the log probability of the target sentence given the source sentence:
There are many ways to parameterize these conditional distributions. For example, Kalchbrenner and Blunsom (2013) used a combination of a convolutional neural network and a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [20] , Sutskever et al. (2014) used a deep Long/Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model [26] , Cho et al. (2014) used an architecture similar to the LSTM [8] , and Bahdanau et al. (2015) used a more elaborate neural network architecture that uses an attentional mechanism over the input sequence [3, 15] .
PIVOT LANGUAGE TECHNIQUE
Translation systems in terms of both SMT and NMT, have made great strides in translation quality. State-of-the-art have shown that, high-quality translation output is dependent on the availability of massive amounts of parallel texts in the source and the target languages. However, there are a large number of languages that are considered low-density, either because the population speaking those languages is not very large, or even if millions of people speak those languages, insufficient amounts of parallel texts are available in those languages.
This technique is an idea to generate a systematic machine translation when a proper bilingual corpus is lacking or the existing ones are weak. This article shows that, how such corpora can be used to achieve high translation quality through the pivot language technique, and we investigate the performance of this strategy through our considered translation frameworks. pivot-source model. Finally combining the source sentences with the translated target sentences or combining the target sentences with the translated source sentences. Nevertheless, it is somehow difficult to build a high-quality translation system with a corpus created only by a machine translation system.
In this article our SMT pivoting experiments just rely on the first and the second methods.
Transfer Method
In the sentence translation pivot strategy, we first translate the Persian sentences into the English ones, and then translate these English sentences into the Spanish ones separately. We select the highest scoring sentence from the Spanish sentences.
In this technique for assigning the best Spanish candidate sentence (s) to input the Persian sentence (p), we maximize the probability P(s|p) by defining hidden variable (e), which stands for the pivot language sentences, we gain:
In Equation (6), summation on all (e) sentences is difficult, so we replace it by maximization, and Equation (7) is an estimate of Equation (6): Instead of searching all the space of (e) sentences, we can just search a subspace of it. For simplicity we limit the search space in Equation (8) . A good choice is (e) subspace produced by the (n-best) list output of the first SMT system (source-pivot):
In fact each sentence (p) of the Persian test set is mapped to a subspace of total (e) space and search is done in this subspace for the best candidate sentence (s) of the second SMT system (pivot-target).
Multiplication Method
For applying the phrase translation pivot strategy, we directly construct the Persian-Spanish phrase translation table from the Persian-English, and the English-Spanish phrase-tables.
In this technique phrase (p) in the source-pivot phrase-table is connected to (e), and phrase (e) is associated with (s) in the pivot-target phrase- (e) is a hidden variable and actually stands for the phrases of pivot language:
If we assume that, (p) and (s), are independent given (e):
For simplicity the summation on all the (e) phrases is replaced by maximization, then Equation (11) is approximated by:
Pivoting Strategy for NMT
Considering P(p|s; θ sp ) and P(t|p; θ pt ) as the source-pivot and the pivot-target NMT models respectively, while giving two parallel corpora, the source-pivot parallel corpus (C sp ) and the pivot-target parallel corpus (C pt ). We employ the pivoing strategy in which the target sentence is generated for a source sentence after it is first translated to the pivot sentences. The crucial point is to jointly instruct two translation models, P(p|s; θ sp ) and P(t|p; θ pt ), heading at establishing the source-target translation path with the pivot sentences as the intermediate translations:
The source-pivot Likelihood, the pivot-target Likelihood, and the linking term, are the main objectives of our training model. In order to balance the significance between the Likelihoods and the linking term, (λ) is utilised. The linking term includes two sets of parameters; (θ sp ) and (θ pt ), for the source-pivot and the pivot-target translation models respectively. The linking term is controlled so as to allow two independently trained parameters from two different translation models to interact mutually. Replacing the linking term by any function with the parameters of these two included directional NMT models is feasible.
In general, for many language pairs and domains, small corpora are pervasive. Given a test source sentence, it will be translated to the target sentence eventually through the pivoting technique. This translation path will be reinforced with the supply for parallel sentence pairs between the source and the target. The employed approach in the current study treats the pivot sentences as latent variables:
Where (p) is a latent pivot sentence. The intuition of Equation (14) is to maximize the translation probability of the target sentences given the source sentences via the pivot candidate translations. The source-pivot translation model first transforms the source sentences into the latent pivot sentences, from which, the pivot-target translation model aims to construct the target sentences. This training criterion conforms to the pivot translation strategy adopted by the test procedure [6] .
The partial derivative of J(θ sp , θ pt ) with respect to the parameters (θ sp ) of the source-pivot model is calculated as:
The partial derivative with respect to the parameters (θ pt ) is similar to Equation (15). In our connection term, if we continue to expand the last term of Equation (15), a challenge emerges:
Enumerating all of pivot candidate translations p ∈ P(s) in Equation (16) is intractable because of the exponential search space for the pivot translations. As an alternative solution, the subset approximation is normally employed. In order to approximate the full space, we utilized a subset ⊂
P΄(s) P(s).
In addition, we undertook two methods to generate P΄(s), sampling (k) translations from the full space and generating (k-best) list of candidate translations. The findings revealed that generating (k-best) list operates better.
Holding three parallel corpora including the source-pivot, the pivot-target, and the source-target, we still utilize mini-batch stochastic gradient descent algorithm in order to update the parameters. Though three mini-batches of parallel sentence pairs are randomly picked in each iteration from the source-pivot, the pivot-target and the source-target parallel corpora. Likelihood, in order to get the (k-best) pivot translations, decoding the source sentences of the source-target mini-batch is needed. Afterwards, the gradients for these batches are calculated and then collected for parameter updating purposes. The decision rules for the source-pivot and the pivot-target NMT models are respectively given by:
EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK
In this section, we present a set of experiments on both SMT and NMT frameworks including the pivot language technique to overcome the limitation of training resources scarsity. Then we present our results to compare the Persian-Spanish translation quality in either both aforementioned frameworks.
Our data resources in both SMT and NMT experiments are collected from the in-domain Tanzil parallel corpus [27] . In this corpus the Persian-Spanish part contains more than (68K) sentences and approximately (3.51M) words, the Persian-English part contains more than (1M) sentences and more than (57M) words, and the English-Spanish part contains more than (133K) sentences and approximately (4.25M) words. Table 1 shows our data resource statistics. The training part of our system involved of (60K) sentences. For the tuning and the testing steps we collected parallel texts from the Tanzil corpus, we extracted (3K) sentences for the tuning, and (5K) sentences for the testing.
SMT Systems Experiments and Results
"MOSES" package [21] , is used for training our SMT systems. Through utilising MOSES decoder, we apply fast-align approach [12] , for sentence alignment in our experiment. The employed language model for all SMT systems are 3-grams and they are built using the KenLM toolkit [19] . We use the BLEU metric [24] , in order to evaluate the systems performance. Table 2 presents the results of the Persian-English, the English-Spanish, and the Persian-Spanish direct translation systems. In the other portion of this experiment the two phrase-tables employed to shape a new table in the phrase pivoting method are extracted in turn from the Persian-English and the English-Spanish translation systems. Table 3 illustrates the results of the sentence translation pivoting and the phrase translation pivoting of the Persian-Spanish translation system through English as the intermediary language. According to the results, in the case of Persian-Spanish language pair, the pivot-based translation method is suitable for the scenario that there exist large amounts of source-pivot and pivot-target bilingual corpora and only a little source-target bilingual data. Thus we selected (60K) sentence pairs from the source-target bilingual corpora to simulate the lack of source-target data.
NMT Systems Experiments and Results
"MANTIS" package [9] , is used as the attention-based NMT systems in our experiments. We have tried to analyze the Persian-Spanish language pair through English as the bridge language. For this language pair, we removed the empty lines and retain sentence pairs with no more than (50) words. In order to avoid the constitution of the tri-lingual corpora by the source-pivot and the pivot-target, the overlapping section of the pivot sentences from the source-pivot and the pivottarget corpora should be divided into two equal parts and also they should be combined separately with the non-overlapping parts. For the language modeling we used the RNN language model [23] , separately. In order to use the Likelihood linking term, we set the sample size, (k), to (40), in order to avoid the weird segmentation fault error message. The hyper-parameter, (λ), to (1.0), and the threshold of gradient clipping to (0.1). The parameters for the source-pivot and the pivottarget translation models in Likelihood are initialized by pre-trained model parameters.
All the sentences of the corpora are encrypted by the tokenize.perl script and the development and the test data sets are from the Tanzil corpus as well as the training data set. The evaluation metric is BLEU [24] , as calculated by the multi-bleu.perl script. We have used English as the pivot language and followed Likelihood linking term that jointly train the source-pivot and the pivottarget translation models. We have tried to show a comparison between translation quality for the source-pivot, the pivot-target, and the source-target directions. The source-target translation results are obtained by translating pivot sentences. Table 4 shows a comparison results on the Persian-Spanish translation task from the Tanzil corpus. The results show that, the BLEU scores of the Likelihood method are better than the standard direct training. Our analysis points out that, the Likelihood strategy improves the translation performance on the Persian-Spanish translation task up to (1.74) BLEU scores (in comparison with the direct translation approach), by introducing the source-target parallel corpus to maximize P(t|s; θ sp , θ pt ) with (p) as the latent variables makes the source-pivot and the pivot-target translation models improved collaboratively. As we have showed, this approach improves translation quality of both pivot and target sentences.
RELATED WORKS
In the case of low-resourced language pairs, some researchers introduce a pivot language to bridge source and target languages in SMT, such as the case of Catalan-English with no parallel corpus [11] . Some researchers investigated the SMT system with pivot language method. One example is Hartley et al. (2007) who used the Russian language as a pivot for translating from Ukrainian to English. From their experience, we figured out that, it is possible to achieve better translation quality with pivot language approach [18] . Habash and Hu (2007) compared two approaches for Arabic-Chinese language pair with direct MT system through English as a pivot language. Their researches indicate that using English as a pivot language in either approaches leads to better results than the direct translation from Arabic to Chinese [17] . Going in the same direction, Al-Hunayti et al. (2010) presented a comparison between two common pivot strategies; phrase translation and sentence translation, in order to enhance Danish-Arabic SMT system. This approach showed that the sentence pivoting overtakes the phrase pivoting when common parallel corpora are not available [1] . Firat et al. (2016) proposes a multiway, multilingual NMT model that enables zero-resourced MT.
In order to find tune parameters of the low-resourced language pairs using trained parameters on the high-resourced language pairs [14] . Zoph et al. (2016) adopted a transfer learning method. The aim was to build a source-target NMT model. Because of limited quantity, quality, and coverage for parallel corpora, additional data resource have come under scrutiny lately [31] . For example, Zhang and Zong (2016) proposed two approaches to incorporate the source side monolingual corpora; One is to employ self-training algorithm to generate parallel corpora from monolingual corpora. The other adopts multi-task learning framework to enhance the encoder network of NMT [30] . On the other hand, Cheng et al. (2016) introduced an auto-encoder framework to reconstruct monolingual sentences using the source-target and the target-source NMT models [7] . Researchers such as Gulccehre et al. (2015) proposed to incorporate the target side monolingual corpora as the language model for NMT [16] . As Sennrich et al. (2016) pairs the target monolingual corpora with its corresponding translations then merges them with parallel data for retraining the source-target model [25] .
CONCLUSION
In this article, we have tried to analyze the behavior of the pivot (bridge) language technique on both statistical and neural machine translation systems for the Persian-Spanish, which is a resource poor language pair.
In the first case, we have compared two common pivoting translation methods comprising the phrase-level combination, and the sentence-level combination, for the Persian-Spanish SMT by employing English as an intermediary language. By organizing controlled experiments, we have assessed the performances of these two methods against the performance of directly trained SMT system. The results revealed that utilizing English as a bridging language in either approaches gives better results than by the direct translation approach from Persian to Spanish.
In the second case, we have presented a joint training method for the Persian-Spanish NMT via English as a bridge language. The connection term in our joint training objective makes the Persian-English and the English-Spanish translation models interact better. So that the experiments confirm that, this approach achieves significant improvements.
